ROOM NAMING OPPORTUNITIES

Renovating a home of our own will allow us to provide a space for the communities we serve. A place they can count on for a safe, inclusive environment where they are valued, respected and encouraged to express themselves.

YOU CAN BE A COMMUNITY HERO

SOLO DONATION
Solo recognition on room plaque

DONATE AS A DUET
Split a room between 2 contributors

DONATE AS A TRIO
Split a room between 3 contributors

DONATE AS A QUARTET
Split a room between 4 contributors

DONATE AS AN ENSEMBLE
Split a room between 5+

HERE'S HOW:
Contribute to our mission in ways big or small! Sponsor a room as a solo donor OR a duet, trio, quartet, or ensemble. If grouping with other contributors, all names will be recognized with the selected room.

For more information visit www.ableartswork.org/capital-campaign